
October 7, 2019 
 
Bev Clarno 
Oregon Secretary of State 
136 State Capitol 
Salem, OR 97310 
 
Steve Trout, Director 
Elections Division 
255 Capitol Street NE, Suite 501 
Salem, OR 97310 
 
Re: Complaint for Oregon Elections Law Violations by: Recall Tiffiny Mitchell, Darren Mead, Timber 

Unity PAC, Andrew Miller and Carol A. Russell.  
 
Dear Secretary Clarno and Mr. Trout: 
 
I am an Oregon elector, and a resident of Oregon House District 32. This letter constitutes a formal 
complaint pursuant to ORS 260.345. This Complaint pertains to alleged improper activity regarding 
circulation of the petition to recall State Representative Tiffiny Mitchell (the "Recall Petition"). This 
Complaint is against: Recall Tiffiny Mitchell PAC, Darren Mead (the chief petitioner), Timber Unity 
PAC and Andrew Miller, the director of Timber United PAC, and Carol A Russel, the treasurer of both 
PACs.  
 
I believe that the Timber Unity PAC and the Recall Tiffiny Mitchell PAC, along with their director and 
chief petitioner respectively, as well as the treasurer of both PACs, have knowingly violated the rules for 
signature gathering set forth by the Oregon Secretary of State in the Recall Manual (Adopted by Oregon 
Administrative Rule No. 165-014-0005).  Furthermore, I believe that if the Recall Committee, the Chief 
Petitioner and/or their agent(s) submit for verification signature sheets that are being and have been 
improperly circulated, the circulators and the Chief Petitioner also will have committed perjury, false 
swearing and unsworn falsification, in violation of ORS 162.065, ORS 162.075 and ORS 162.085.  
 
Given the seriousness of this violation and the short timeframe for the recall effort, I urge the Secretary of 
State to: (l) investigate this complaint quickly; (2) refer the allegations subject to penalty under ORS 
260.993 to the Attorney General for prosecution; (3) reject any signatures submitted by the Recall 
Committee and Chief Petitioner obtained from September 23, 2019 until such time as the Recall 
Committee and Chief Petitioner can establish full compliance with Oregon law, including Oregon 
elections law; (4) reject any signatures submitted on e-sheets by the Recall Committee and Chief 
Petitioner obtained from September 10, 2019 until such time as the Recall Committee and Chief 
Petitioner can establish full compliance with Oregon law, including Oregon elections law; and (5) prohibit 
the Recall Committee and Chief Petitioner from collecting any additional signatures until such time as 
they can establish full compliance with Oregon law, including Oregon elections law. 
 



Applicable Law Regarding Circulation of Recall Petitions Against State Office Holders 
 
Oregon law prohibits a petition circulator, whether volunteer or paid, from collecting the signature of 
someone who is not eligible to sign the petition.  
 
On Page 16 of the 2019 Oregon Recall Manual, it reads: 
 
“It is against the law for circulators to knowingly: ...attempt to obtain the signature of a person who is 

not qualified to sign the petition; Only active registered voters may sign a petition.” 
 
(Emphasis added). 
 
It also reads: 
 
“Each petition signer must:  

... 
Be an active registered voter at the time of signing the petition in the electoral district where the 

petition is being circulated.” 
 
“Violations of the circulator requirements may result in conviction of a felony with a fine of up to 

$125,000 and/or a prison sentence of up to 5 years pursuant to ORS 260.715, 260.993.” 
 
(Emphasis added) 
 
ORS 249.865 states that: 
 
“The circulator shall certify on each signature sheet that the circulator: (a) Witnessed the signing of the 

signature sheet by each individual whose signature appears on the signature sheet; and (b) 
Believes each individual is an elector.” 

 
(Emphasis added).  And, ORS 260.555(2) provides:  “No person shall attempt to obtain the signature of a 
person to an initiative, referendum or recall petition knowing that the person signing the petition is not 
qualified to sign it.” 
 
With regard to the publication of of e-sheets on a website, the Oregon Recall Manual is clear about the 
requirements and responsibility of the chief petitioner. Page 14 of the Recall Manual reads: 
 
“Instructions for printing the e-sheet or cover and signature sheets must be published with the signature 

sheet; print esheet on at least 20 pound, 8½” x 11” uncoated white paper, or equivalent; print the 
cover and signature sheet back to back on at least 20 pound, 8½” x 11” uncoated white paper, or 
equivalent.” 

 
(Emphasis added). 



 
Oregon Law also makes it very clear that it is the responsibility of the chief petitioner of the recall petition 
to ensure that circulators are abiding by law.  Page 10 of the Oregon Recall Manual reads: 
 
“The chief petitioner:  
 
1. reviews with circulators the legal requirements and guidelines for circulating recall petitions; See 

Guidelines for Circulation on page 13.  
2. monitors circulator activities to ensure compliance.” 
 
(Emphasis added).  
 
 
The Evidence Establishes Multiple Violations of Oregon Law by Recall Tiffiny Mitchell PAC, Darren 
Mead (chief petitioner), Timber Unity PAC, and their treasurers and directors. 
 
Chief Petitioner Darren Mead, the Recall Tiffiny Mitchell PAC, Timber Unity PAC and their 
Treasurers and directors repeatedly have violated the applicable laws and rules regarding circulation of a 
recall petition.  
 

Encouraging circulators to collect signatures of individuals who are not eligible to sign the 
petition.  

 
In a letter dated September 23rd, 2019 on joint Recall Tiffiny Mitchell/Timber Unity letterhead 
and in-kinded to the Recall Committee by the Timber Unity PAC, Darren Mead the author of the 
letter gave circulators the instruction to collect signatures from individuals even if those 
individuals do not live in House District 32 and are thus ineligible to sign the recall petition.  
 
In the mailing, which included 10-sheet signature petitions and many detailed instructions for 
soliciting signatures from other individuals, Mr. Mead states that when collecting signatures from 
other individuals: 
 
“If they’re not sure if Tiffiny Mitchell represents them, have them sign…” 
 
This is a blatant violation of the requirement that circulators attest that all petition signers are 
eligible to sign the petition. Although the letter goes on to say that the Recall Committee will 
remove anyone who isn’t in the district, the law clearly states that circulators are prohibited from 
gathering that signature in the first place. Because Mr. Mead is the chief petitioner, he is 
responsible for making sure that each circulator he enables to circulate (by sending them 
signature sheets and instructions in the mail) has heard the legal requirements and guidelines. It is 
grossly negligent and a violation of Oregon law to actually encourage his circulators to violate 
Oregon Election Law and solicit the signature of individuals who are not eligible to sign.  
 



A copy of this letter is included at the end of this written complaint. 
 

Violating the requirements of posting an e-sheet to a website. 
 

While the chief petitioners are well within their rights to post the e-sheet of the recall petition on 
their website (www.recalltiffinymitchell.com), they are in blatant violation of the requirements 
laid out in the Recall Manual for how to legally post.  
 
As of today, the recall website has two different links to download an e-sheet to sign and return to 
Mr. Mead and the recall campaign. However, on neither of the download links, nor anywhere else 
on the recall website, do the chief petitioners give the required instructions for size, paperweight, 
color, and print order.  
 
Screenshots of the website dated September 10, 2019, September 20, 2019, and October 6, 2019 
are all included in an appendix to this complaint. You’ll see that in not once instance are 
instructions included, in blatant violation of recall rules.  
 

Conclusion 
 
It is clear that the chief petitioner and their associated committees and treasurers have violated Oregon 
election law and rules laid out by the office of the Secretary of State. Oregon Law is unambiguous that it 
is illegal for petition circulators, whether paid or volunteer, to collect the signatures of individuals that are 
not eligible to sign. And while the chief petitioner is responsible for reviewing laws and rules with all 
circulators, they also should certainly be held accountable for giving their circulators permission and 
encouragement to solicit and gather signatures that are not permissible.  Because Timber Unity paid for 
the mailer encouraging circulators to collect signatures from individuals not qualified to sign the recall 
petition, Timber Unity also should be held accountable. 
 
Oregon law is also unequivocal about the need to provide clear instruction when publishing a recall 
petition e-sheet to a website. The chief petitioners for the Tiffiny Mitchell recall have also disregarded 
this rule and moved ahead publishing and likely collecting e-sheets from a website that lacks any sort of 
instruction whatsoever. 
 
Because it will be impossible for the Elections Division to determine which 10-line signature sheets and 
e-sheets were collected while in violation of Oregon statute, it’s clear that all signatures collected should 
be invalidated, otherwise there is an obvious risk that signatures collected illegally may be counted. 
 
Furthermore, submission of the Recall Petition sheets discussed above (10-line white volunteer sheets 
dated after September 23, 2019 as well as any e-sheet collected), may well constitute false certification 
under Oregon elections laws, and  under Oregon's criminal code. Because of the relatively small number 
of signatures required to qualify this recall effort (4883), even several dozen signatures from voters who 
do not live in the district and are therefore ineligible to sign the petition, could sway the results unfairly, 
causing irreparable harm to the trust our state’s recall system, to the voters and elected representatives of 

http://www.recalltiffinymitchell.com/


House District 32, not to mention to Oregon taxpayers who will be required to fund a recall election that 
was placed on the ballot through wrongfully collected signatures.  
 
I respectfully request that the Secretary of State take all necessary action to investigate the conduct 
discussed above, refer the matter to the Attorney General (as appropriate) and take appropriate action to 
stop and remedy the alleged violations of Oregon elections law, Oregon criminal law and Oregon civil 
law. 
 
Thank you for your consideration and swift action regarding this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Linda Martin 
 
 
 
 
 











 



 



 
Screenshot from mobile device, September 10, 2019 
 

 
Screenshot from desktop, September 20, 2019 
 



 
Screenshot from October 6, 2019 
 

 
Screenshot from October 6, 2019 


